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Thank you for the kind introduction.

I want to take a moment and share with you the many products made from the corn refining industry. Increasingly, more and more of the consumer products that enhance our daily lives are made from corn. Our products are ingredients in many of the foods that you eat, whether it is corn oil, corn-starch, or corn sweeteners.

Corn is also in the fuel tanks of the cars that you drive in the form of ethanol, and in the pharmaceutical products, paints, glues, and other everyday items that you consume. Another new development produced by one of our member companies is biodegradable plastics from corn that will have an enormous and beneficial impact on the environment.

Today, I would like to talk about the subject of Canada and U.S. agricultural trade. My remarks will focus largely on the policy perspective, looking at this issue as it has evolved, and comparing it on a couple of occasions to issues that U.S. agriculture faces with our partners south of the border – Mexico. I think there are some interesting comparisons between all three of the NAFTA partners at certain moments in time.
After 15 years of increased bilateral trade, liberalization between the U.S. and Canada has resulted in a great success story. Unfortunately, the media does not always report favorably on some of these trade issues, especially the success of the NAFTA for the U.S. and Canadian agricultural sectors. This is particularly true in the area of farm policy, especially when it intersects with trade policy.

As you know, Canada and the United States joined forces economically when the Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement was formed in 1989. All tariffs were removed under that agreement by 1998. Leading up to that moment in time, you will remember, was quite a difficult period politically from the perspective of U.S.-Canadian agricultural farm politics. This period was marked by considerable unease at our respective border. Some governors in the United States were threatening to stop trade in rather visible ways, as you recall. Interestingly, that was right about the time that most tariffs were approaching duty free levels under the Canadian and U.S. agricultural trade relationship.

Now, fast forward to January 1, 2003, when the NAFTA implementation period is largely completed for U.S. agricultural exports to Mexico and that same border tension is now developing with Mexican agricultural producers.

Relatively speaking, our experience with Canada was less rocky that that with Mexico. We have had some challenges in agricultural trade between our two countries, but most of these matters have been played out in WTO dispute settlement cases. Conversely, the focus for U.S. agriculture of late has increasingly turned to Mexico on a whole host of agricultural issues. One of those disputes is on sweetener trade between the United States and Mexico, a matter that has largely resulted from sugar politics both north and south of the U.S.-Mexico border.

Shifting to bilateral U.S.-Canadian agricultural trade, Canada is the top export market for U.S. agriculture based on 2003 export data. Canada has always been in the top three foreign markets for U.S. agricultural exports, but in the last year it became the primary trading partner for the United States. We shipped more commodities and food products to Canada than to France, the Philippines, Indonesia, Egypt, Germany, Taiwan and Korea combined.
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2 Id. at art. 401(2), 27 I.L.M. 281, 306.
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Conversely, agricultural imports from Canada have not always been warmly embraced. This can be attributed, in part, to the regional impact of some of these imports. A prime example was wheat imports from Canada that affected certain regional markets. The regional nature of imports and sanitary-phytosanitary issues are where the most vexing challenges remain.

While BSE has become the focal point of the beef industry, the emphasis was formerly on beef imports generally speaking. The issue of beef imports largely gave rise to an organization of beef producers in the United States that are renowned for their anti-trade positions. Such opposition often put advocates for agricultural trade on notice.

Fortunately, the sentiment concerning imports has quieted down recently. Although, it is true that we import a great deal of wheat from Canada and several other commodities, we also export a number of agricultural goods to Canada. The total value of our trade, $9.3 billion in 2003,[^6] is very similar to the level of agricultural goods, $10.3 billion, which we imported from Canada.[^7] It is interesting to note that Canada exports such a large volume of agricultural commodities to the United States despite the fact that it is one-ninth the population of our country. However, when you conduct a relative size comparison for consuming markets, it is not all that surprising that Canada would have a trade surplus with us. Looked at another way, we export over eight times more to Canada on a per capita basis in agricultural, food and agricultural products, than we import. That is not an often-cited statistic on the U.S. side of the border.

Additionally, two-way trade in agricultural goods between the United States and Canada grew more than 75 percent from the moment that the NAFTA was implemented to recent years.[^8] Half of the overall growth in U.S. agricultural exports to all countries today is largely driven by the trade that we enjoy with Canada.[^9]

Each year our agricultural exports to Canada grow at five times the rate of our exports to all other countries. The United State's share of the Canadian agricultural import market has grown steadily to 65 percent today,[^10] whereas

our market share is dropping off in other parts of the world. This variation can be attributed to numerous factors.

What agricultural sectors have benefited the most from U.S.-Canadian trade? Prior to May of last year and prior to the BSE issue—or the cow that stole Christmas here in the United States—red meats, primarily beef, were the beneficiaries, as well as live animals, fruits and vegetables, and manufactured consumer products. The demand for food in Canada—and the Canadian diet generally—is similar to that of the United States. Increased fruit and vegetable consumption in Canada certainly has benefited U.S. fruit and vegetable producers.

I believe that most Americans are unaware that Canada is the top export market for U.S. fresh vegetables. Our bountiful production, coupled with strong food safety regulations in the United States that are similar to regulations in Canada, makes the United States the supplier of choice for the Canadian market.

Despite the import protection that Canada has for its poultry market, our poultry exports to Canada are very important. Canada is the number two export market for U.S. chicken products.

On the dairy front, we have had a couple of challenges with Canada based on Canada’s protection of its domestic milk producers. The United States also provides certain protections for its dairy industry, to some extent, due to global restrictions in dairy trade.

Our two countries went to court in the WTO over Canada’s dairy export regime. This claim followed a similar dispute that was addressed by NAFTA on dairy, eggs and poultry. I think those of us in U.S. agriculture will agree that the 1996 claim was not successful result for the United States.

There was a particular aspect of Canada’s dairy export regime that the United States took issue with—the price-pooling concept. The United States was able to prove before a WTO panel that Canada was using export subsidies for its milk production or dairy products in excess of what the WTO rules allowed.

Even in the face of all these challenges with respect to dairy, American exports of milk and dairy products to Canada have tripled. Again, this is
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not necessarily one of the talking points that you hear repeated by the U.S. or Canadian dairy industry.

With respect to grains, American grain exports have reached five times their level when the NAFTA was first implemented. This is largely because of bulk corn and soybean exports to Canada.

The strongest success story of all is in the consumer oriented food products sector. Seventy percent of our exports in this category are destined for Canada. That includes horticultural products, snack foods, beverages, and other grocery items.

As trade barriers have fallen, several high profile disputes have arisen. It is natural to expect an increased level of trade challenges, especially as barriers are coming down and the volume of trade rising. Some of these disputes are due to real trade impacts, others are due to political pressures.

From the U.S. perspective, I would say that chief among the pressures has been the issue of the Canadian Wheat Board. As you know, the WTO just ruled in the U.S. case for Canada on the CWB. 

The United States and Canada have long disagreed about the operation of, or the practices of, the Canadian Wheat Board. Over time, there have been a number of instances wherein the United States has challenged the Canadian Wheat Board practices. The last of these challenges by the United States was put before the World Trade Organization. It is certainly the view, rightly or wrongly, of wheat producers in the United States that the practices of the Canadian Wheat Board are monopolistic in scope and that gives them an unfair advantage in the U.S. market.

However, an examination of the amount of wheat that we import from Canada is not that significant considering our total market for wheat. A primary issue in this debate is the impact of CWB practices on the ability of U.S. wheat producers to sell to third country markets. This issue is exacerbated by the increasing popularity of the Atkins diet, which is taking a toll on the U.S. wheat industry.

Adding insult to injury, the United States appears to have lost the primary aspect of the WTO dispute settlement case on the CWB. Why? Not really because one side was necessarily right over the other, but the fact remains
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that in the WTO there are really no rules on state trading enterprises (Sets).\textsuperscript{21} There is one minor clause in the WTO rules that says that Sets should act in a commercial manner.\textsuperscript{22} It is very difficult to prove that an operation like the Canadian Wheat Board is not operating in a commercial manner.

What is the real result of the WTO ruling on the CWB for the United States? This ruling has caused the United States to push even harder in the WTO negotiations on agriculture to seek stronger disciplines on state trading enterprises. Canada has always been the poster child on the STE issue, unlike the Australian Wheat Board. While the Australian Wheat Board is often lumped together with the CWB, the primary concern rests with the CWB.

The Canadian view, generally speaking, of stronger rules on STEs is to simply say, "Well, it is absolutely unnecessary. The WTO ruling is proof positive that we are operating above board." Therefore, the need to resolve the matter will be amplified in the U.S. efforts in the WTO negotiations on agriculture, a forum wherein the United States works collaboratively with Canada.

**EXCHANGE RATES**

If anybody has the answer on exchange rates, I would love to hear it! I cannot tell you the number of times that U.S. farmers and ranchers raise concerns about exchange rates. This is especially true when the U.S. dollar is strong relative to the Canadian dollar. Much focus has been placed on the trade impact of exchange rates. Fortunately, due to the weakening of the dollar, the concern has receded somewhat.

It is interesting to note that despite all of the domestic concern about the effect of exchange rates on trade, both Canada and Mexico remained among our top export markets despite currency fluctuations. Why? The reduced trade barriers to the NAFTA encouraged such a result.\textsuperscript{23} Thus, the effects of trade liberalization, especially in a free trade context, overwhelm some of the exchange rate impacts that might be felt temporarily. In addition, long-term, established supplier relationships and growing food demand have proven to be a stronger driver of U.S. export expansion than exchange rates.


\textsuperscript{22} Id. at XVII(1)(a).

Another longstanding trade concern is that of potatoes, and it is no joke to say that this story has been one hot potato! Both Canada and the U.S. have significant potato production. Potato trade does not necessarily flow without challenges back and forth between our two countries. The bottom line is that the U.S. has long felt that restrictions on bulk shipments of potatoes to Canada that are not enforced on an intra-province level within Canada are the primary problem. Every time we raise this point and threaten to take Canada to the WTO, Canadian officials reply, "Well, the United States has a few marketing orders that we would like to talk about with respect to what types of potatoes are grown in or marketed in what regions, and under what quality conditions, size and other standards." That typically quiets us in a hurry. Nevertheless, the dispute rages on with both sides holding firm to their positions. Interestingly, as representatives from both nations' potato industries meet, they come to understand each other's positions much better. That has helped to mitigate some of the overall pressure on this issue.

From the Canadian perspective, the U.S. Farm Bill was a cause of great concern. Following passage of the Farm Bill, I was in my former position with the American Farm Bureau Federation, which is the nation's largest agricultural organization representing farmers and ranchers. The Canadians were the first officials to come through our doors after the Farm Bill passed into law. They were not happy with the Farm Bill, to put it mildly. Regardless, the United States is operating within its WTO allowed levels for domestic supports, so there is no real legal challenge. However, it is necessary for all countries to work ever harder in the WTO context where there are great gains to be made from reductions in global domestic support levels and increased market access.

Canada, as a member of the Cairns countries, looks disparagingly at our domestic supports. Together we must address this issue in the WTO negotiations on agriculture, because we both want the real culprit - the European Union - to reduce its domestic supports.

With respect to areas of bilateral cooperation, the United States and Canada have certainly developed a strong and enduring working relationship on trade negotiations on agriculture in the WTO and also on matters concerning global trade in biotechnology.
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On biotechnology issues, it is interesting to note that in the dispute settlement context, Canada and the United States have joined forces with Argentina to challenge the European Union's moratorium on biotech approvals.\(^{27}\)

We believe we have a strong WTO case on this matter. Clearly, we have deep vested interests on the biotechnology front to ensure that the practices that are employed by Europe do not spread the contagion effect, as it is often called, to markets of great export importance to us both.

**WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?**

Certainly, trade in agriculture products will remain at impressive levels between the United States and Canada. In addition, we expect to see ever increasing levels of bilateral investment between our two countries. Trade liberalization will continue to be an important factor in the growth of these two variables. In addition, the income growth factor will certainly be strong and will serve to be an important factor in food demand, more so for the United States due to the fact that population in Canada is not growing very much at all.

The United States and Canada have worked together to look at ways in which they can begin to mitigate some of the disputes that arise, and try to address them before they increase to a heightened level of concern. Once it gets to that stage, it is often a political solution more than an economically meaningful solution that results. We would rather work on these issues at the stage where we can derive economically meaningful approaches.

The Consultative Committee on Agriculture (CCA)\(^{28}\) certainly presents that opportunity in that this is a forum for governments to address issues, develop action plans, and to bring issues of concern to that forum first, rather than running straight to the WTO.\(^{29}\) However, the CCA also allows states and provinces to have some input into the process as well. Such input is


\(^{28}\) The Canada-U.S. Consultative Committee on Agriculture (CCA) Terms of Reference available at: http://www.iir.gov.ab.ca/trade_policy/pdfs/5.4.2.7-CCA_terms_reference.pdf (last visited Sept. 27, 2004).
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critically important, especially when we reflect on the ability of regional issues to disproportionately affect trade outcomes.

BSE

I want to turn to the issue of BSE just briefly. It is interesting to note that the United States and Canada were really the architects of what is the Sanitary-Phytosanitary Agreement in the WTO. It was the efforts of some very savvy and technically astute negotiators in the United States and Canada that brought that agreement to fruition.

When BSE happened first in Canada and then in the United States, each country had to put the WTO SPS Agreement to the test. I think the BSE experience has yielded invaluable lessons in letting science prevail and addressing issues that affect plant, animal and human health in ways that might not have been possible heretofore. The BSE incident demonstrated that we can continue to support scientifically based decisions when reopening trade in agricultural products.

CONCLUSION

To close, the prominence of our bilateral trading relationship in agriculture, and the importance of that trade to our respective net farm incomes, will serve as a strong catalyst, forever strengthening agricultural ties between our two nations.

Thank you very much.
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